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Game sheet: ROULETTE

European Roulette is a classic Roulette game with 37 
slots numbered 0-36. Players can bet directly on the 
Classic Table Layout or else opt for the Track Layout.

On the Classic Table Layout, in addition to the classic 
bets, it is also possible to select the following betting 
options: Zero Game, Big Series, Orphans, and Serie 
5/8. On the Track Layout, players can also bet the 
right/left Black and the right/left Red.

European Roulette offers a ‘History’ functionality 
that shows the last 30 numbers landed, and a 
‘Statistics’ functionality that allows the player to 
see the 5 hottest/coolest numbers and the landing 
statistics of each number.

European Roulette is a simple, classic Roulette 
game that ensures fun and excitement from the 
very first spin.
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Game sheet: ROULETTE

Game features

SPECIAL BETS
On the Table Layout in the ‘PRESET’ popup windows, 
the player can also use the following combinations:
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FINALI
The Layout will highlight the numbers that the 
player can choose as ‘Finali number’. Numbers 
from 0 to 6 will have a Bet with 4 numbers, 
and numbers from 7 to 9 will have a Bet with 3 
numbers. (For example: Finali = 6 the four bets will 
be 6, 16, 26 & 36.)

HOT NUMBERS: 
The game will bet the 5 most frequent numbers 
(the hottest numbers).

COLD NUMBERS
The game will bet the 5 number least frequent 
numbers (the coldest numbers).

RED SNAKE
A Bet Combination of red numbers on the table 
layout that resemble the shape of a snake.

BLACK SPLIT
A Bet Combination of all the Black numbers that 
on the table layout have a Black number adjacent.

RED SPLIT
A Bet Combination of all the Red numbers that on 
the table layout have a Red number adjacent.

MAGIC RING
By selecting a number, a Bet will be put on it and all 
the adjacent numbers, the colour, the dozen, and 
the column where this number is positioned.


